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About This Game

Disco Destruction is a VR DJ game, where you have to play vinyls, keep your customers dancing - and make some money to
pay back your debt!

But keeping them happy won’t be easy: You’ll have to keep your eyes on them and strategically build up their mood, until they
reach “ecstasy”.

So, make money to buy upgrades and vinyls, pay your debt and help your uncle’s disco defend against the evil “Italos”.

Things you can do in Disco Destruction

Be a DJ
Play your vinyls according to the “colors-and-moods” system to make your customers dance - and spend more money in your

Disco. But be careful, if you make them angry, it will be a mess...

Upgrade your gear and buy Power-Ups
You get a percentage of the disco’s revenue every night. How you’re going to spend it is up to you: New disc packs? Power-ups?

Level up your gear and become the best DJ of Miami.

Add your own music
Import your music files and make the game yours. You wanted a Heavy Metal disco? Or a J-pop one?
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Free Play Mode
Play the game of Disco Destruction without any time constraints and spend your day (or night) DJ-ing for the customers of

Ouzo54.

Some of the things that are coming soon:

Nightly challenges

More unlockables

New levels

And remember: Never let the music stop!
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Publisher:
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Jerking off to plants while looking at pretty girls in the office... Hmm seems just like my real life.. How convenient.. just like in
real life. This VN was actually better than I thought. The art style is okay, there\u2019s only partial VA (and it\u2019s between
good\/okay for certain characters), and a few choices that lead to the main endings. What surprised me was the fact that not
everything is \u201cfun and games\u201d, not all the routes have good endings, and when the endings are bad, some can be
pretty awful (especially Nanami and Yuichi\u2019s bad endings in my opinion). There\u2019s a dose of \u201creality\u201d
too, especially on Yuka\u2019s route. It starts with a fun and light story, but things can drastically change depending on the
situation.

7\/10.. I got it for free with pre-order. Awesome pack and all 9 bucks is pushing it IMO tho for something that should've been in
the base game, but if you're really into the game, buy it 100% buy it. If you just mess around with the game and don't play often,
I would forget about it for now.

It is shady stuff to release day 1 DLC I need to say that. Stuff that is already done before you release a game, should be in the
game, not charged extra. You already do not have that many leaders to start out with in the first place. This should've been in the
game. F*** you guys for doing this.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=luNxrPQVmXw

Crow fascinatingly entertained me for the 2 houres I spend in it. It has great graphics and although it's a mobile port, the models
are great (although unavoidably low-poly except the crow) and the textures decent (they even have bumpmaps on them which
shade greatly with the lighting in the game).

The gameplay is well optimized and the performance incredible. There is just a sliiiight delay on the movement when swiping
with the mouse (which is also probably present on the mobile version) but it's nothing that keeps the game from being enjoyed.
The fights are engaging and although repetitive they do pose meaningful combat to the story.

It has some flaws though, such as randomly freezing, where it doesn't really freeze but the crow just keeps on going without
anything being able to be done (like pressing the spacebar). Eventually pressing escape blackens the screen and you have to quit
the process in taskmanager.

Other than that, there is absolutely nothing I can't recommend with crow. Maybe a little explanation would be helpful at the start
as you're just put in the middle of the game with no background whatsoever, but after quickly understanding the story and what
you are able to choose for in-game and the consequences that come with it Crow will simply fill your time with great a great
experience that is better than many PC games that weren't even ported.. A sweet little metroidvania, with classic movement
upgrades and gaining access to new areas all over the map after picking each next one. Also has weapon and health upgrades
which simplify further exploration. Controls work without much problem, and the early introduced concept of fall-jump is a
pretty interesting mechanic that allows for a bit more inventive level design.

The 43 scrolls scattered all over the map describe the story from perspective of both the Alchemist and Apprentice, and the
obligatory boss fight at the end provides conclusion to that story. It starts off from saying that Apprentice was betrayed by
Alchemist, but later on it becomes apparent that Apprentice was not exactly in the right.

In the end, this game takes just a couple of hours… but it's a couple of hours well spent.
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I want to recommend this, but I can't because the game keeps crashing. I want to FINISH this game, but I can't because the
game keep crashing. I started out enjoying it, but got frustrated because the game keeps crashing. Also, on the choices,
sometimes it skips forward. I thought perhaps I was clicking extra, but no. I've been over it enough times trying to finish the
damn thing to have figured out it can't be helped.

EDIT: Changed the settings to highest graphics, it stopped crashing. I finished it. Still skips randomly during choice parts of
dialog, but I've been through it enough to have seen it all. It's interesting enough to recommend.. A simple fun space game with
both single player and multi-player action and no motion sickness, which is a bonus as normal people can actually play it.

So if you like arcade action shooters this is worth a try.

Positives
- Nice simple graphics design = high frame rate.
- Feels like I always dreamed FreeSpace and Decent would play in VR back in the 90s.
- Single player and Multi player.
- Slower Pace than Decent: Underground seems to help prevent motion sickness.
- Price (less than a pint of beer).

Negatives
- Not everyone will like the graphics style
- Some people who don\u2019t get motion sickness may prefer faster Ship handling.
- Does not have the depth of play of the Elite games.
. Good game, lovely visuals and a great workout.. Horrible, horrible "game". Wish I hadn't even paid $2.50 for it.. Really fun
game, especially level 3 which is scary. I don't think those with 0.3 hours of game play who left reviews had time to appreciate
the game and reach the fun levels. Keep up the good work !. "Why are we here?\u201d Douglas cried, as poop came out his
wiener in a long thin strip. 1\/10. Keeps you thinking.. Great game. Has more of an emphasis on exploration and combat rather
than survival. No hunger to worry about. A bit on the easy side so far, but a lot fun :). There are some ideas that are so simple
that passionate developers ruin them by making things more difficult than they have to be. My major complaint with this game
is the controls. There are too many for a casual game like this. Also, this game takes a lot of tweaking to respond semi-smoothly
-- mouse sensitivity (never did figure out the game pad). All in all, the maps seem pretty standard. The planes aren't based on
Flight Simulator mechanics, but I wasn't expecting that. I kind of just wanted to start this game up and have fun. I didn't want to
fiddle with it forever.

This games needs simplification and also should be optimized for slower PC's. I don't recommend buying this.

December's Small Update: Come back in!:
Dear players,

Hello again - this time too soon, as we promised.

We have a new iterative update for you, which we want you to try.

It takes all the features that we implemented in the last two updates and polishes some rough edges around them.

In a few words:

We made the Tutorial better, concerning its flow.

We changed the pacing of the main gameplay a little bit. The club now closes at 7:00 and everything is more tight.

We added Steam Achievements. Go on, try to unlock them!

We gave the intro level some festive feeling. Even developers can feel the Christmas spirit.
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We hope you enjoy the small changes and we are waiting for your valuable feedback in our Steam Community forums.

The Subjective Team
. Disco Destruction: Late Access is now available!:

After more than one year in the making, we're happy to announce the release of our "Late Access" version.

This is the Disco Destruction that you liked in the free Early Access, now built to make you love it.

We upgraded every part of the game, taking into account all of our players' feedback:

The visual part is totally overhauled

the core gameplay is improved in every way

the customers are much more alive than before, reacting more naturally to your choices

we now have first-class Oculus Rift support

so many small details and polishes that fill up a whole year of development....

...and we're putting the finishing touches on big features that will be coming in the next few months.

Check out our new trailer here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NNVm-SaDXU
This is the last step, before reaching the vision for the game that we had from the beginning - and we need your support to make
this happen.

Please, enjoy what we created for you, and we'll be waiting for your valuable feedback in the Steam Discussion boards and our
new Discord[discord.gg] channel.

We'll keep in touch,
the Subjective team
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. Spend your "VR-money" in the Power-Up Update.:

Dear players,

with the weather becoming colder, there’s no better time to use your forehead warmer of choice (Oculus Rift or HTC Vive).

Another good reason is because we have a new update ready for you. And we consider this to be the best update since we
released.

Say hello to Power-Ups!. Disco Destruction: The Tutorial Update.:

Dear players,

It’s been some months since we last talked, but we’ve been hard at work.
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First of all, we want to thank you for your feedback on the first release of Disco Destruction. Even as an alpha version, many
of you had lots of fun with it. And now, we have a much better understanding of where we want to take it.

This Update.. "Add your own music" feature is live! (and some updates about us):

Dear players and friends,

You’re used to our quietness by now, aren’t you?

The truth is, it’s not something we want - but it’s the unfortunate result of physical timespace constraints: There’s only so many
things two people can do in 24 hours.

But, first, to the subject:

The update
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